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IntroductionI.

anks and banking are critical to the socio-economic well-being and stability of
countdes and the entire globe. This is because of their invaluable role in efficient

fund intermediation which oils the wheel of economic development. Banks lend

at highet maturities thereby faciJitating capital projects; payments and transactions

commerce, provides liquidity to markets, reduces the cost of capital and helps ftms to

manage dsks like sudden swings in exchange rates. The Structural Adiustment Programme

(SAP) of 1986 was the first maior financial engineering that fundamenally altered the

feature and fortunes of the Nigerian banking industry. It came along with a basket of
measures that promoted deregulation, liberalization of licensing, establishment of other

financial institutions and regulatory overhaul. The next major leap in the Nigerian banking

industry was the consolidation programme of 2004 which raised the shateholdets fund of
banks to a minimum of N25bn when many banks were still below N2bn poludo, 2004].

When the transition period ended end-December 2005, Nigeda had 25 banks compated

with 89 rhat had hitherto existed. In order to meet the N25bn hurdle, some merged; some

were acquired and some stood alone. In other to meet the N100bn capital requirement for

foreign reserve management and in line with an emerging riotous competitive tempo, some

of the banks engaged in another round of capital raising from the capital market, a trend that

got so worrisome that the CBN had to intervefle.

Meanwhile, post-consolidation, banking era wimessed quantum leaps in the major

performance indicators such as, assets, shateholders funds, profits and profitability and

loans to various sectors of the economy. Nigerian banks even emerged on the global chatt as

being among the be st 500 in the globe and the best 100 in Africa. With much capial at their

disposal, the seatch for stmtegic superiodty and the need to play the 'me-too' competitive
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This local and international geographical diversification was also accompanied by product

diversiFrcation and establishment of several subsidiaries. This is not a Nigerian affair and is

in tandem with the findings of a previous study of Italian banks that the pressures of
competition usually push banks to seek ways of widening their geographical reach and

range of products so as to achieve economies of scale/scope and efficiency improvement

[Chionsini, et al, 2003;1]. There is also a general tendency for banks to become riskier-post

consoLidation-because they choose to take on more risks or because loan monitoring is

reduced orless effective [G.10, 2001].

The global economic crises which took a heightened dimension with the collapse of
Lehman Brothers on September 15, 2008 and from which the entire wodd is still batding to

extricate itself as the curtain is drawn in 2009, btought in its wake, a basket of lessons for

Frnancial regulators. One of the key lessons was that it brought to the fore the problems

inherent in cross-border banking. The complex and intedocking structures of institutions

like Citibank [with 350,000 staff in 100 countries] and AIG [120,000 staff in 200 countries

managing 74 million accounts] globalised their problems; the too big to fail syndrome took

another dimension especially as they also became too big to save because of their size and

structure; the contagion tendencywas also very high and automatic (NIu o,2OO9).

Businesses operate under conditions of uncertainty; t}le uncertainty that expected

outcomes may not materialize due to unfofeseen exigencies. Consequendy, every business

and non-business organizations continually faces an array of risks. It may be operational or

foreign exchange risks. Banks, as a peculiar tlpe of business that deal in cash and have the

singular ability to create credit, is fundamentally built on trust and confidence. In addition to

risks facing every other business, banks have their own peculiar risks. Risks faced by other

game continued unabated. The banks embarked on massive expansion, first locally and then

across our shores. Bank branches were opened in major cities with some of them having

branches within one kilometer radius in commercial nerve centers like Lagos and Port-

Harcourt. Before long, Nigerian banks became visible in the West African landscape and

other parts of Africa and the globe. In most of these Afncan countries, their pteferted

mode of entrywas acquisition.
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businesses also take different dimensions in the banking industry. Thus, while liquidity and

reputational risks affect every organ:zation, in the banking industty, they may lead to runs

and outright closute. By operating across borders, banks are also taking on exra risks; dsks

that arise purely due to the fact that they are operating at various geo-political entities with at

least, different regulations. Thus, a ctoss botdet bank is contending with three tpes of risks:

general business risks, banking risks, and risks that emerge from international banking

operations.

The essence of this paper is to examine the concept and practice of cross-border banking;

the risks inherent in the cross-border banking envirgnment and to suggest ways of
managing these risks [since risks by their nature cannot be eliminated]. The paper is divided

into six parts. Following part one, which is the introductory section, is part two which dwells

on conceptual clarifications. Part three reviews the dsks assailing businesses and banks while

part four discusses the risks inherent in cross-border banking. Part five discusses how to

manage these risks and part six concludes the paper.

I. Conceptual Clarifications

Decisions are taken under conditions of uncertainty and implernented in the future where

unpredictability is t}re norm. Consequendy, there are chances that expected outcomes may

not materialize. Deviation from the expected is always a possibility but what matters is the

extent of that possibility, which is probability. Risk exposute is the probability of loss arising

from variations between expected and actual outcomes. A decision or transaction is deemed

riskier if the ptobability of such losses is high, especially if such losses have life-t}teatening

consequences for the organization. Otganizations ate exposed to risks fot the mere fact of
being in existence [even living itself is all about taking risks]; because of the philosophy of
the management, the type of business they are engaged in and the environment in which

they operate.

It is an established fact that there is a direct relationship between risk and reward in that

riskier businesses are generally more beneficial. Organisations thus manage risks to decide

which ones to take and which to avoid, and how to mitigate the risks inherent in their

businesses including the ones they cannot anticipate. fusk management is the active ptocess
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of ensuring that the likelihood of risk crystallization is reduced to acceptable levels through

the petfotmance of structured processes. Itis about processes of reducing the likelihood of
an activity which will have negative outcomes on the business occurring through the use of
certain tools and techniques (Adebonojo, 2009:.16). Risk management is an aftempt to

minimize the probability of losses, create alternative plans of action and minimize the

impact of these risks, which ate a normal part of the business process. Effective risk

managem€nt bring numerous beneFrts to the fitm and its shareholders, the stakeholders and

the society at Iarge and the most obvious is that the business continues to exist to firlfiil its

economic and social roles in the society- Risks are thus quantified and managed within &e

context of a well coordinated risk management framework. Some of the common risk

management tools include scenario building, sensitivity analysis, Monte Catlo simulation

and option pricing which are offshoots of games and chaos theories and other advances in

probability sciences.

However, risk management has not always been scientific. In the past years, decisions [and

the implicit risks] were guided by superstition, blind faith, hunches and incantations

@ernstein, 1996l,471. The elaborate apparatus of risk management facilitated by super-

computers and mathematical models developed over the years, and have eventually

metamorphosed into a culture that is thteatening to'become more complex and frequently

so arcane as to coflstitute a new religion'. This quantification of risks has created some lethal

dangers for businesses and the society, especially the arrogance of quantifring the

unquantifiable and increasing-rather than minimizing-risks (as people ate emboldened to

take on more risks than they should because there are cork-sure solutions!) @ernstein, 1996:

49). Thus, while risk maflagement has become scientific, it is imperative to guard against

being ensnared by figures, charts and modelswhich are guides and mere means to an end.

The concept of cross border banking appears deceptively simple and straightforward. It is

also intertwined with the concept of international and foreign banking. Intetnational

banking may be defined as all banking ffansactions with non-residents and those with

residents but in foreign currencies. The formet are also described as cross-border ot

external transactiofls. International banking must be distinguished from overseas banking

which consists of transactions of foteign banks with the residents of the country in which
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they are located as v/ell as foreign residents Thus, we have international cross-border,

overseas, foreign or extetnal banking.

Technically, every bank is a ctoss-border bank because they are engaged in businesses

across-borders and these can have adverse repercussions for their home countries. Of
course in this era of globalization, dre bome-country concept is fast disappearing as

evetybody is doing business with everybody elie ever)"rhere. By merely opening letten of

credit and having correspondent relationships with foreign banks, a bank is already engaged

in cross-border activities. But beyond this elemenary conceptualization, there ate other

more significant issues to consider in discussing the concept and practice of cross-botder

banking as well as how to manage the inherent risks.

First, with financial globalization facilitated mosdy by developments in ICT, banks now

operate widely across the globe even when their physical location is restricted and fixed. The

value of world's financial assets rose from $ 12 trillion in 1980 [roughly equal to global GDP]

to 9195 trillion 1n 2007 (356 per cent of GDP). Thirty three per cent of holders of
goverrunent bonds; 25 per cent of equities and 20 per cent of private debt securities are not

from the countries where these securities are issued @arrell, 2008:21 Even before then,

global capial flows qua&upled between 1990 and 2000 to $7.3 trillion (Hausleq 2002:10).

Banks that are into all sorts of financial intermediation and engineering are at the heart of
this intimidating financial grouth and flows and they did so without moving an inch from

their locations. So, when Nigerian banks use ICT facilities to move products and funds

across the globe, they are involved in cross-border ftansactions.
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Figute 1: Comparative Analysis of Global Financial Assets & GDP

Source: Irerrell,D[2008] Ncw ThinkingForA Ncw Financial Ordcr; Harvard Business Rcvieu; September, p27

Second, Nigerian banks in the recent past have opened investment windov/s for foreign

investors independent of whether they had established thet branches outside the shores of
Nigeria. Thus, in the past 5 years, there have been scores of foreign institutional investors

who took direct stakes in Nigerian banks quoted in foreign stock exchanges and many of
them floating Global Depository Receipts. This is another category of cross-border

financial activity because the action of these foreign investors impact on the Nigerian

financial environment-

Third, there ate foreign banks which are operating in Nigeria, including Citibank, Standard

Chattered and Stanbic IBTC. In the short-run, more of them are likely to come in

following the recent developments in the banking industry and t}le resultant windou,s of
opportuniry In the long-run The FSS2020 sttategy will attmct more banks into the country.

Algned with the Nationa.l Vision 20 2020 agendz,itis targeted at ffansforming Nigeria into

an International Financial Center [FC] and t]re fastest and safest financial system among

the emerging economies. It is also expected to transform Nigeria into a natural destiflatiofl

in rWest Africa for financial products and services and the ideal Point for channeling

investments to other parts of the continent [CBN, 2006,25]. The physical manifestation of

that will be the kkki Financial Corridor. l.ondon is the largest international financial center

while others such as Hong Kong and Singapore are mainly tegional centers' New York and

Tokyo owe their imponance chiefly to the size of theit national economies. The size of

r NominalWorld GDP (S trillion) 22

0
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l-ondon in financial and securities transactions is out of all proportions to the size of the

British economy. It also has the widest variety and number of international financial

institutions [Rose, 1 997; 388].

Fourth, there are Nigerian banks that have full-fledged physical presence overseas though

they are mosdy concentrated in WestAfrica flable 1] and this has helped to consolidate their

dom.inance of the West-African banking landscape flable 2]. This rend has been described

as the emergence of regional banking groups in Africa, which are mosdy based in South

Africa and Nigeria [Christensen et al, 2006]. Rdonal banks improve baoking sector

efEciency, allow banks to achieve economies of scale and risk diversification, promote

competition, facilitate ttade and enhance regional integtation and the dynamism of the

banking sector in the tegion. The banks also 'm.igrate' because they have excess liquidity,

hold more reserves than they require and are in search of bankable businesses. Some also

follow their customers abroad to offer banking services to them [Kohler,
2009:39].Unfortunately most of these banks are spteading to volatile high-risk

environments exposed to terms of trade shocks [Gulde & Patillo, 200,644]. Furthermore,

whiie it is atgued that geographical spread reduces risks since it involves diversification, it is

also possible that the expanding bank may acquire a weak bank and thus inherit some

'trouble'. Its monitoring costs will also increase and both may offset the advantages of
diversification [Amihud et al, 2002]. AJso, diversiFrcation is not a guarantee against loss; it is

just a guatantee against losing everything at once [Bernstein, 1996:51]. Regional banks also

increase linkages among filancial systems and, therefore, tequire adequate cross-bordet

supervision, because financial sector problems that emetge in one of the countries in which

those banks operate are quickly spread to other parts
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Table 1: Spread of Nigerian Banks Overseas
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Thus, the huge international firrancial flows by banks , which are mostly online and without

anybody's consent and control, the involvement of foreign investots in out banks[through

direct investment, Iisting, GDRs], the establishment of foreign banks in our shores, a

tendency that will only become more pronounced and the dispersal of Nigerian banks

across the globe in search of grou'th and competitive superiority, are all sources of risks and

should be borne in mind when planning for cross-bordet risk exposute and management.

IIL A.n Overview of Genetal Business and Banking Risks

III.1 General Business Risks

Every business [and banking is a business] faces an atray of risks in its efforts to create value.

These risks are multidimensional and interconnected and they include; market, political,

reputation/confidence, financial, ICT, information, succession, credit, operations,

regulatory and change risks. We shall only dwell on some of these risks since most of them

are common and are still part of the banking risks. Of coutse, the natute of banking will

automatically change the nature and impact of these isks. Succession isk is the likelihood of
an organization having a failed succession programme: having an unsuccessfi:l successot,

one who leaves before he has setded down or one rejected by the dominant stakeholders.

Cbange isks inclttde the probability that the change programme failed; that the organization

collapsed in the process, that it gets into an endless change cycle or that its core value is

destroyed in the change process [Muo, 2006]. In t]ris knowledge economy where

information moves at t}re touch of a button, information risks ate also as threatening as the

conventional ones[Johnson,2005:4] and so are othet newer forms of risks Like political

risks[Bach,2005:4] and project dsks[De Reyck,2005:8]. But one of the most critical risks that

is not much discussed is strategic risk Stategic riskhas been defined as an array of external

events and trends that can devastate a company's gror*th trajectory and shareholder value

[Slpvozky & Drzik; 2005:80]. Strategic risks take a variety of forms-new technology, shift in
market or rapid shift in customer loyalty and businesses that successfrrlly manage these risks

become isk:sbaperr,they are both aggressive and prudent in pursuing new growths. TJpes of
strategic risks and possible counter-measures ate depicted in figue 3.



Table 3: Types of Sttategic Risks and Counter Measures

Each business faces a unique mix of strategic risks depending on the industry, competitive

position, sources of revenue and profits and brand strengths. A 6-step process for

mitigating strategic risks involves:

1. IdentiSing the tlpes of risk and assessing them on the bases of severity, probabilig

timing and changing probability over time;

2. Mapping these risks based on qpes and characteristics so as to see them at a glance;

3. Quantifting the risks so as to compare and aggregate them and link them to

decisions on capital budgeting, pticing and risk transfet;

4. IdentiSing the potential upside of each risk-ascertaining what will likely happen if
the risk is reversed;

5. Developing risk mitigation action plans; establishing multifunctional teams to

oudine risks, remediation plans and responsibilities; and

6. Adjusting capital decisions accordingly.
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Source: Extracted from Stlwozky & Drzik[2005] 'Countering The Biggest Risks of All'; Harvard Business

Reoreu, April, pp78-88

lll.2 Banking Risks

Banling is a particular\ risky business esPecially as they have extended their services to all '
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aspects of the capital market. These risks are severa.l and have been categorized differendy

by various scholars. Nnanna[2003:32] grouped them into four as flnancial risks palance

sheet structure, profitabiliry capital adequacy, credit, liquidiry market and currency].

Opetational risks [ntemal/external fraud, employee practices and workplace safety, clients,

products and business services, damage to physical assets; business disruption and system

failures, execution, delivery and process management]. Business risks [macro policy,

financial and legal infrastructure, regulatory compliance, repuational, fiduciary and countty

risks] and event risks [political, contagion, banking crises and other exogenous factors.

Umoh(2003) classifies them as endogenous risks [those that are associated with t]re nature

of the banking business] and exogenous risks [those that are external to the banking system]

while Santomero f7997:31 categoises them into three as risks that can be eliminated or

avoided by simple business practices; those that can be transferted to othet panicipants and

those that mustbe managed at the companylevel.

Banking risks are several and include systematic, credit, counter-party, legal, operational,

interest, foreign exchange, reputational, l-iquidiry fraud, regulatory, confidence, IT,

leadership, sovereign, industry and market risks. There is also the human resource riskwhich

occurs when a bank does not have adequate human resources in terms of quantity and

qualitv to pursue its mandate. In terms of which risks are more threatening, a risk

prioritization exercise by Arthur Anderson in 2001 [recounted in Umoh2003] considered 17

banking risks and listed the first tel1 as: computer, human resources, credit default,

regulatory customer satisfaction,IT infrastructure,liquidity, industry and leadership risks in

that order. Note that computer and human resources risks came before credit, ftaud and

liquidity risks! Some common bank risks are tabulated in Table 4.

Another category of risks which deserves special mention is those associated with e-

banking. There are three levels of e-banking services. The fust stage creates awareness about

the banks offerings and attend to customers enquiries. The second allow customers to go

beyond enquiries and submit instructions, order for cheque books and query their balances.

The third and highest level is offered by fully tansactional websites which allows for ransfer

of funds, payment of bills, purchase of securities etc. fZ,arma,,2001:63). Risks associated

with internet banking and which ate intedinked with other conventional banking risks-

Muo: Risk Exposure and Management in Cross - Border Banking
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include operational, business/strategic, technology iflfrastructure, securiqi access

authentication, emplovee frauds, countetfeiting, reputational and legal.

Table 4: Some Comrnon Bank Risks

Source: Nnanna; [2003] Today's Banking fusks & Curent Regulatory & Supervisory Frarnewotk'. Bullinn

Vol.27, No.3,July/September; p30

Common approaches to measuring and managing these risks include:

o Standards setting and financial reporting - including underwriting standards, risk

categorizations and standards of teview, consistent evaluation/rating of exposures,

external audits, regulatory reports and rating agencies.

o Position limits and rules - restricting risks to specified assets and standards and for

S/N 'l\oe of Risk
1 Creclit Risk thrt a parh' to a loan agreement will not be able or u,illing tcr

senicc tlre loan linterest /caoital
) Liquiclitr fusk of bank hav'ing insufficient funds on hand to meet irs
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3 lnterest Risk of change in interest rate that $ill have dr.erse efrect on
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1 )\l arkcr[position] Capital loss rcsultin.g trom advcrsc nrarkcr p cc movcmcnrs
rclatccl in investment in commoditr'. equitv or dcbts

I (lurrcncl structurc fusk of adlcrse exchao5t mor.cments due to mismarh benreen
foreirn receivables and oavabbs

6 llalanc sheet

s tructure
Inconrc srructurc
end nro f.ltahilitl

Risk that a bank docs n()t havc cnough inc<lmc rr covcr irs
cxncnscs and maintain canial adceuacv

8 Solr-enq /capital
adecluacv

fusk of brnk havins insufficient capital ro continuc operations
and norcomDliance u,ith repulaton' caDital standflr(l

I Countn & Trusttr fusk arising from economic, social and political environnrent in
the borrosrn honr counrn{countn' riskl and the rhk present in
loans that are not denominated ifl the borrou,ers loca.l

currcncr,Itr ansfcr ris ksl

10 Lcgrl Risks that a bank's contract ur claims s,ill bc ulcnftrrcsable or
that the q)urt u'ill impose ludgnents against ig risks of legal

uncertaint]. clue to lack of clarity oflaus in localit ies in which the
bank does business

11 Reputational Risk tllat problems in a bank can caus€ customers, creditors and
countcmartics or markcts tr> lrxc confidcncc

Br icf De scriotion

Risks resulthg from rhe structure and composition of banls
assets and liabilities and ott-balance shea oositions
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IV. Risks Inherent in Ctoss-Bordet Banking

It has been argued earlier that technically, every bank is involved in cross-border activities

and that this cross-botdet tendencies are heightened by fund movements and transactions

through the internet, involvement of foreign investors in the Nigerian banking industry

including those wh obingin rutless and Dalmoney and the openingof off-shore subsidiaries

by the banks. Most of these tendencies are also two-way affairs since, for instance, as we are

opening banks off-shore, some foreign banks are also opening operations in Nigeria. Thus,

even when we take the narrow view of cross-border bankhg panks opening shops off-

shore and vice versa] we must bear the broad concept in mind. Furthermore, tlte cross-

botder banks are also businesses and as such are susceptible to risks facing other businesses

and banks. The only difference is that their cross-border operations have further

compounded and complicated conventional risks while intoducing novel ones. Thus, in

this section, we shall be discussing risks that ate specific to cross-border banking [narrow

and broad viewl as well as those that are made more complex by cross banking operations. It
should also be noted that some of these risks affect a bank; some affect a group of banks

and indeed the entite banking system [and consequendy, the economy] while some will go

beyond Nigeria to neighbouring countries.

IV.l ContagionCrises/Risks

The financial crises of 1994 fMexico], 1997 [Asia] and 1998 fRussia] sptead across the

emerging markets and gave rise to the concern about international contagion risks. \X/hile

the Argentine crises [2001] only affected Uruguay, the emergence of new forms of players

ftedge funds, private equity funds and heavily loaded sovereign wealth funds] and

instruments[index-based investing and exchange-traded funds, which faci]itate investment

in aggregate county/regional indices rather than individual stocks or even countries]

ensured that the risks of contagion was forever present.'The gtowth of ctoss-botdet

banking has also played a role in increasing the potential for international ttansmission of

approved risks,Iimits of exposure to parties and diffetent types of risks.

Investrnent Guidelines and strategies - oudining strategies for concentrations and

commitments to given ateas, extentof desired asset-liability mismatch.

Incentive schemes - aligning compensation to risks (Samtomero, 1997:8).
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financial and other risks' fMauro & Yafeh, 2007,26]. The Margin/Irhman crises of 2008

reinforced that realiry on a monumental scale. Within few days of the collapse of Lehman,

the global financial industry was at a standstill and more than $400bn was withdrawn from

money market funds across the world [Duyen et al, 2008:48]. In this as in other well known

contagious crises, the financial institutions in advanced countries were responsible for

transmitting the virus to banks in the periphery.

The fact remains that banks have long abandoned aarrow bankingtnd are now involved in all

facets of the normal and esoteric financial activities [money and capital market]. They

extend their tentacles in these spheres to all arcas of operations. V/hen there are problems at

home or an).where th€y operate, they af-load it areas that are apparendy safe so as to solve

the briginal problem. The fact that the whole international ensemble of banks does so

simultaneously cause problems in the area that was hitherto safe and that is the contagion.

Because our banks are now operating across the globe, any crises in any of the countries

where they operate will readily and quickly affect Nigeria. Crises in countdes whete foreign

banks operating in Nigeria have interests will also affect the country.

Contagion tefets to the traflsmission of a shock affecting one bank or possibly a group of
banks and how this shock is transmitted to other banks or banking sectors. It is thus a subset

of the broader concept of a systemic crisis, which may be the result of a common shock

affecting all banks simultaneously. Evidence of contagion exists and a pre-khman study of
European banks between 1994 and 2003 indicates significant cross-border contagion which

increased with the further integration of the European financial system occasioned by the

introduction of Euro. Apart from the strong evidence of contagion, the study found one

counfiy pair with evidence of bi-lateral contagion, namely UK and Getmany. This means

that advetse shocks affecting German banks have an impact upon UK banks and vice versa.

Second, aside ftom being exposed to cont€ion from the UF! German banks are also

exposed to contagion from Spanish and Dutch banks. Third, Spanish banks tend to be

particular\ important for the banking systems in otler countries, which may be somewhat

surprising. In addition to German banks, also French, UK and Dutch banks have been

exposed to contagion from the Spanish banking system. Foutth, Spanish banks themselves

are exposed to contagion from Italian banks only [Gropp et al, 2006].
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lV.z International Financial Cenre OFC) Risks

It is also important to stress that by being a destination of choice by foreign banks, a

tendency that can only get stronger; th€ economy suffers what one may call an International

Financial Centet IFQ risk in addition to contagion. London as a city and UK as a country

suffered immensely from the recent global financial crisis. More financial jobs were lost per

capita; the cost of bail out was high[as measured by public debts and budget deficits] the

economic contraction was severe and the other economic consequences of 'Tbe Great

Cortracfion of 2008-2009 [Rogoff, 2009;12] were telatively more severe because of the

concenffation of banks and the pervasive influence of banking in the British economy.

Indeed, the crisis placed Britain in a very precarious macroeconomic/financial position to

the extent that the sovereign solvency of Britain was an issue of debate throughout the last

quarter of 2008 and the first half of 2009.The financial services have grown in leaps and

bounds to account for 30 per cent of UK economy and this situation seriously unbalanced

the economy during the crisis. Britain experienced a rapid fall in house prices and high level

of household indebtedness; the crisis damaged the financial sector and consequendy, there

was a severe credit crunch; it relies heavily on the financial sector for the supply of well-

paying jobs; that sectot has now contracted sharply and it also reted on that sector to finance

a trade deficit, which stood at 6.4 pet cent GDP in 2007 [Wolf, 2O08:27). This is mosdy

because these financial services are not products of British savings. I-ondon has become an

offshore trading center for packaging atttactive and complex financial products and while

this is 6ne when things are going well, it goes awry when things are bad. The country is

exposed to enormous ovetseas risks, more so as it bortows short and lends long [Eatwell,

2009:44).

IV.3 Market Integrity Risks

Related to the above is the risk that market integrity maybe compromised by financial crimes

pke money launderingl and this is more Iikely when t}le supervisory and regulatory systems

in the off-shore 
^re 

s 
^re 

weak and when data is inadequate or unreliable about their

operations. Banks may take higher risks outside the shores of the country than they are

allowed at home and with increasing integration of financial markets, problems of cross-

border banks are quickly transfered to the parent banks at home thereby jeopatdizing their

health-especially when a significant proportion of theL assets is held off-shore [Darbar et al,

2003:321.
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Itl.4 ForeignExchange/CutrencyRisks

Every bank is exposed to foreign exchange risks because it transacts foreign exchange deals

for its clients and also on its own accounts. But for banks that are operating overseas, its

investments in those offshore units are in foreign currencies and adverse movementin these

currencies have severe consequenc€s on the health of the offshore subsidiaties and of the

banks themselves. It also affects the value of the returns from their operations and most of
these holdings are not in global currencies. These risks wil1be more of trarslation iskslosses

or gains that can result from restating the values of assets and liabilities /payables arising

from investrnents abroad from one currency to anotherl th:rn lransaction iskt [the risks that a

country's currency may change in value to the banks disadvantage] when it has to pay or

receive foreign currency at a future date in the process of import/export fBall et al,

2002:6491.

IV.s Political/CountryRisks

Being in business in foreign countries, cross-border banks are exposed to an assortments of
political risks because the political environmentis differeflt from the home country and also

peculiar. These risks maybe nacro fiffecting all foreign firms] and includes expropriation or

being innocent victims in local strife or nino faffecing specific industries/firmsl like when a

bank's goals diverge from that of the government, nationalization or corruption fEiteman
et al, 1998]. Generally, these risks arise from insability of government, political mood of
the country, pol.icy orientation and attitude tou/ards foreign investrneflts [Stonehouse et al

2000:298). Other associated tisks include legal and regulatory. Apart ftom conforming to

different and varying regulations across countries, the host country may introduce

regulations that are generally difficult or particu.latly punitive towards foreign concerns. The

government of Ghana has raised the bar on the capital base of banks operatiflg in that

country but gave diffetent beochmarks and compliance dates for foreign banks-which are

mosdy Nigerian-owned. Of course, that is similar to an eadier policy that foreign traders

need a minimum of 9300,000 to be allowed to tade.

The exteflt of political/country risks is a function of the'distancC between the bank in

question and the host countty. This is however beyond geogmphical dist^nce dnd a,cnl^lly

measures the degree of incompatibility between the bank and its hosts. The Cultural,
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Administrative, Geographical and Economic (CAGE) framet,o* for measuring this distance

considets the following
/ Cultoral distance: this dimension measures differences in language, ethnicity,

religion and social norms;

/ Administrative and political distance: political, administrative and legal traditions. In

this dimension, Togo is thus'closer'to France than to Nigeria;

/ Geographical distance: this dimension goes beyond physical distance to other

geographical characteristics like size, sea access, transport infrashuchffe;

/ Economic disance: this measutes wealth distance and underscores the fact Frrms

from different countries have different capabi-tities in serving cerain group of
customers. It is thus not iust a matter of a wealthy market being ptefetable to a poor

matket [Johnson et aI,2008:308; Gh err,l\\r^t 2007:137 ).

ry.6 Internet-Banking Related Risks and Issues

The internet does not recognize any boundary and that creates its ov/n challenges and risks

beyond the level of the individual banks. The internet even raises t}re fundamental question

of what is a bank and what can be defined as banking services, under which supervisory

jurisdiction specific internet services fall and which law is applicable at what dme fZarma,

2001:90]. It increases the speed of tansfer and hence, fastens the speed of ftaud, heightens

liquidity crises as people can withdraw their money by the touch of the button, alters the

velocity of money, makes it difficult to ftace transactions [oss of audit tail] and to monitor

the stock of money in domestic currellcy since some e-banking offer multi-currency

facilities [Oluyemi, 2001 :361.

Fluman Resources Risk

Umoh[2003] defines this as the risk t]rat a bank may not have adequate human resources in

terms of number, qualification and experience to pursue its mandate. It also includes losses

due to errors of omission or commission by staff and outtight theft, ftaud and forgeries.

This becomes a critical risk element in ctoss-botdet banking because the banks venturing

outside has to work with and through people in disant lands at board, management and

genetal staff level; people that are literally unknown and in an environment that has an

established wotk cultue and other cultural traits. There may not be enoqh people in the

environment; the people may be there but lack the dynamism and orientation of the home
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bank; the banking system and culture there may be so undetdeveloped that both the

customers and staff are poles apart from the foreign banks or they may have the impression

&at foteign interests should not be protected or should indeed be sabotaged as they are

oppressors. Some of these variables may also be in opposite direction but the issue is that

whenever a wide gulf exists between the home and host banking environmeflt, human

capital stockand culture, human resoufces risks become manifest.

IV.8 Supet Bank and Too-Big-To-Fail Risks

When banks expand both locally and across the border, their size increases; their systematic

importance increases; they become 'super' banks and even lose the ability to effectively

monitor their operations. This puts thefu entire operations and cofltinued existence at risk

especially when the expansion is aligned with product divetsification and complex

structures. The increasing size makes it imperative for the authorities to take despetate steps

to prevent t}reir failure, not for their ourn sake but because of the systematic [ocal, regional

and global] impact of such failures. And because their size has grown, saving them when

they run into bad weather becomes a problem. As in the case of Citi Bank and the UK big 4,

theybecome notjasl roa bUt|fail bst aho too big[and dfficult] to satte!

V. RiskManagementinCross-borderBanking

Cross-border banking has become an issue in Nigeria and whereas the exposure of banks

and economy to attendant risks might have been insignificant a decade ago, it is now very

significant and too critical to be ignored. The banks are exposed to the sedes of risks

discussed above and a complication of the conventional risks due to their cross-border

operations. These risks have to be identified, measured and managed. It is important to state

ab initio thrt no organization is capable of anticipating and/or estimating all its risks or else,

risk management would have been a straight forward affait. Iike mathematicians, risk

maflagers are perpetually searching for the unknown. But risk management is basically, the

responsibility of the banks in question and the quality of bank management, especially the

risk management process, are key in ensuring the safety and stability of both individual

banks and the banking system [Nnanna,,2O03:3\.The responsibi]ity of the Central Bank as

the overall regulator is to act as faciliators in the ptocess of risk management and to

strengthen the statutory framework on the basis of which risk management is underaken.
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Thus, the CBN has the responsibility to develop and enforce guidelines, design floots and

ceilings and ensure that the banks do the right thing with regards to risk management.

Already, the CBN has issued the gridelines for developing 'Risk Management Processes'

and 'Guidelines for Developing fusk Management Framework for Individual Risk

Elements in Banks'. In the discussions that follow, we shall dwell on steps that the CBN

should take to protect the banks, the banking system and the economy from cross-border

risks. It will also include some steps which the banks should take themseives; these are

relevant because the CBN should ensure that these steps are taken in the interest of the

economy. Some of the suggestions may also appear futuristic; they are more fot tomorrou/

than for today but we have to prepare for tomorrow today and always remembet that today

is the tomorrow we thought was very fat away yesterday!

V.l Cross-Botdet Risks and Basle Cote Principles

Because concerns with cross-border banking are global and have been on fot a long while,

provisions were made on how to manage the supervisory challenges-including the risks- as

part of the Basle Core Principles. The aspects that affect cross-botdet banking ate:

o Banking supervisors must practice global consolidated supervision over

internationally-active banking organizations, adequately monitoring and applylng

appropriate prudential norms to all aspects of businesses conducted by these

banking organizations worldwide primadly at their foteign branches, joint venture s

and subsidiaries;

o A key component of consolidated supervision is the establishment of contact and

infotmation exchange with the various other supervisors involved, primadly host

supervisory authorities;

o Banking supewisots must require the local operations of foreign banks to be

conducted to the same high standards as are required of domestic iostitutions and

must have powers to shate information needed by the home counffy supetvisors of
those banks for the purposes of carrying out consolidated supervision [Muse;

2006:24],

The CBN must thus put these provisions into effecti supervising the banks on a

consolidated basis [product wise, risk wise and geo$aphicallyl sign and/or update the

Muo: Risk Exposure and Management in Cross Border Banking
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Memorandum of Understanding UOU) with host supervisory authorities of foreign

Nigerian banks [and this should include all players in the Gnancial markets]; and ensure that

such MOUs are in place before banks ate licensed to operate offshore. It is good to subject

foreign banks operating in Nigeria to our standards but where their home standards ate

higher, it may well be advisable to latch on the MOU so signed and have the knowledge of
such supervisory information from home.

Y,2 RegionalSupervisoryFramework?

Most of the banks are operatingin the West African sub-region. The possibility of having a

regional supervisory arrangement within the ECOTWAS ftamework should be considered. I
am assuming the, Nigeria Banking system is more developed than most of the banks in the

neighbouring countries while some learns could be gleaned from these countries.

Regularizing the supervisory framework ensures that banks are as much as technically and

politically possible subjected to similar regulatory requirements. This will be a step above the

MOUs and minimize the tendency to spread financial virus across-borders. Europe has

estabiished new ground rules to improve cross-border coordination between regulators and

the 2005 capital requirements directives established minimum standards for banks

operating in the EU. But it has not been effective whenever there were crises. The issue is

that while their activities have tegional impacts, the regulators operate from a national

mindset and that is not optimal for an integmted market. Consequendy, there have been

arguments for the establishment of a single regulator for all cross-border banks across

Europe [Munchau, 2007:23). ECO\UAS is very far away from t]re Ievel of Eutopean

integration but the lessons and concetns are usefi:l and shou.ld be given serious attention.

Such regional regulation will also help to preveflt the race t0 the reglatory botton,'tnwhich

banks rush to establish branches in areas where regulatory standards are comparatively low

V.3 Managing Contagion Risks

Part of the foregoing discussions on the practicalisation of the Basle Core Principles and

the possibility of regional supervisory framework will help to minimize contagion risks.

Other strategies for managing contagion risks at the global, regional and countty levels

include:
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r Improved macroeconomic policies and debt management aimed at teducing

lrrlnetabi.lity and softening the impact of contagious blows. This is self-insurance

thtough the prudent accumulation of international reserves;

o Globally coordinated provision of liquidity during crises. Contagion at the global

level tesuiting ftom market failutes and externalities tequire global govetnance and

coordination-which is what G20 has been doing

o Pooling of regional reserves-within the appropriate ftamework- to provide a

backstop in case of crises;

o Increasing surveillance and sctutiny of private financial market players;

o Effective consolidated supervision of all operations[nsurance, banking, capital

market] across industries and countries;

o Compliance with international supervisory standatds by various supervisory

regimes;

o Enhancement of information sharing and collaboration within sectots and across

sectors;

o Outside/offsite supetvision in collaboration with authorities[[Darbar et al,

2003;3211'nd

o For foreign banks operating in Nigeria, efforts should be made to ensure that they

are subjected to the highest level of regulation available and that any

capital/liquidity shottfdls ate borne by their corpotate parents and home countries

if it gets to that level. Restricting foreign bank entry ot patticipation may not be an

option as studies have shown that it will increase net interest matgin and overhead

cost and is positively associated with banking ctises [Batth et al, 2001]. But if the

foreign banks are engaged in riskier and complex operations, they should provide

adequate capial as a regulatory buffer [and not as a protectionist tool as in the case

of Ghana].

V.4 Managing the Super Bank/Too Big to fail Risks

By operating across-botdets, banks generally become bigget and eventually transform to lao

big tofail fail saa4. \X/hen banks become too big to fail, there are systemic consequences:

o They become prone to moral hazards and too bigto discipline effectively, supervise

and wind down if need be;
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Any failure places a substantial sttain on the system because it threatens other

institutions and the entire financial system [Mishkin, 1999];

Diversification can lead to monitoring difficulties if and when the bank lacks

sufficient knowledge of the market it enters and if the home sector has a lo'r/

downside risk, such diversification increases the overall insolvency risk [Vinton,
19991; and

The too big to fail status also gives the institutions a highly market distorting special

competitive advantage in pricing their debts and equities[Greenspan,2009:33].

This risk can be mitigated via several means:

1. Closer monitoring of those banks;

2. Stress-testing the banks and measuring their sensitivity, cross-border related

variables and imposing remedial actions;

3. Special capital requirements to meet the risks inherent in thetoperations;

4. Guarding against ovet-diversification [including product and local dimensions].

Most firms got into trouble in the past 12 months due to over diversification.

AIG which went into ctedit insurance and Hi,po Real Estate which strayed into

the wholesale funds market are examples. Organisational Peter Principle

occurred as they moved into areas they did not understand well and thus could

not manage. This can be done to:

a. Ensure that banks spread to areas where they are competent and where there are

potentials for returns;

b. Ensure that where offshore subsidiaries exist, they are propedy managed; and

c. Adopt the modular design option such that the subsidiaries are truly

independent of their parents so that even if there were problems, they can bear

the brunt without dragging their parents down.

5. Restricting and monitoring their level of leveraging so as to restrict t}re balance

sheet size, propensity to expand and reckless risk-taking.

V.5 Monitoring Host Economies and Advising Accotdingly

Banks that wish to expand internationally should undertake feasibility and viability studies

to ascertain the suitability of those countries for their investment. The CBN should also

a

a
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have its ovzn information on the economic health of those countries especially at the

tegional and sub-tegional levels where most of these banks are concentrated for now.

Published studies on the macroeconomic conditions of these countties abound [see table 5]

but the CBN should have its own databank. Stress-testing and scenario building should be

used to assess the changes in risk factors on the health of given banks, relative importance of
some shocks [Hilbert & Jones, 2004:24] ot even whether to aPProve the application for

offshore licenses. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand conducted an internal stress-test afld

passed the outcome to its key banks to measure the impact on their capital [Gordon, 2004].

The CBN can apply such a method to proactively assess the impact of developments in the

WestAfrica sub-region on our banks and the entire banking system.

Table 5: Economic Outlook of Selected African Countries, 2008

Country Shonllcrm
Eco nomic
Risk

Global
Rank

Iong Term
Ecomrmic
Risk

Global
Rank

1 Niseria 78.8 59.1

2 Botsu ana 7 4.4 41, 582 16

70.8 g 62.8 31,

4 Iibva 67.9 (A 61.5 ,()

61 72.3 12

6 ;\lseria 64.6 j2 53.1 61

7 r\ nsola 61.6 12 46.7 11

u Tunisir (r0..1 5(r.8 49

9 Ivon' ( irast 57.1 82 45.5 t]3

10 56.6 87 $.2 -+0

l1 Txtztnia 52.5 109 45.2 84

12 Gham 43.5 119 48.8 73

13 37.3 126 42 79

1.4 DRC 26 132 28.6 9r
l5 Zimbabrvc 1 133 18.1 121

Source: Business Monitor International Economic Oudook Report, 2008

V.6 The Gospel Accotding to G20-Pittsburg, September25,?.N9

The Basie Principles, the problem of contagion, intetnational collaboration and the "too big

S/n-

2 (t3

3 N{o rcrcco

5 NamibLr 66

77

S/Airica

Kenra
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to fail" issues were aptly captured by the G20 in its Pittsburg Summit in the proclamation on

Ad&essing Cross-border Resolutions and Systematically Importznt Institutions by end-

2010. It declared that:

'Slstenatim@ inportant fnandal fms sbo*ld detulop internartotal!-cottsistent fm-Eecifc
cofiirgenE ard retoltttionplans. Otraathorities should establith crises managementgro,/Psflr najor ctlsl-
borderfrwts ard a bga{raneworkfor crises intmtention as aell as inprotte informatiol shaingin tines of
slress. lVe tbo d derekp resohtion too/s adfraneaorkfor ffictite retoldiol of fnancial groups to belp

nihgate the disruption oJ failurx and reduce noral baqarfu ir fattre. On pru*ntial standardr for
gstenatical! inportant iflstittations sbotald be commenstrate to tbe costs of theirjailtd'

This encapsulates the positions we have canvassed above and teitetates the primaryroles of
the banks themselves in the risk-management process. But the CBN as the regulatoq just

like othet regulators, should ensure that the banks do the right thing on time. It is an

unavoidable parmership.

Y.7 Doing the Right Things by the Banks

The banks must comply with the guidelines for risk management processes and frame\ ork

for the management of individual risk elements as issued by the CBN. The risk

maflagement process for instance has three keyelements:

o fusk management structure with boatd and senior management oversight;

. Systems and procedures for dsk identification, measutement, monitoring and

control; and

o Risk management framework review mechanism.

Each ctoss-border bank should abide by the guideline as it is relevant to the scope of its
operations and regularly review same in line with emerging realities. No institution can

perfectly estimate its risks but it must make efforts to approximate these risks, assess them,

monitor them, mitigate them and make appropriate provisions. Capitai adequacy is a

critical aspect of this process but the capital just serves as a buffet; it does not prevent risks.

What ameliorates the risks ate the quality of the assets, the quality of the risk management

processes and even the quality of proactive analysis undertaken before taking the risks.

While the CBN sets benchmarks, it is for the bank to set up a robust Ia tenal Capital AdeqmE

Assessmelt Procets [ICAAP] wbrch is an integtal aspect of its risk management framework.
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The ICAAP should identift the banks' risks, and ensure that they are assessed, monitored

and controlled. The bank then decides tl-rose that it should manage and capitalize and those

it should manage without capitalization. This will enable the bank to estimate its minimum

capital adequacy ratio-independent of the minimum that the CBN has established [Blaauw,

2009:9]. It is then the responsibility of the CBN to review the bank's ICAAP results afld

methodologies, inputs and assumptions and quanti$ the capital add-ons required if the

ICAAP is not adequate.

Table 6: Risks Covered In A Typical Banks ICAAP

Sn\ RiskTlpe Capitalised &
N{an ascd

Nlanaged & N ot
Caoitaliscd

1 (buntn,Risk #
2

3

Co moliance risk
Gl nccntration ris k

#
#

4 (lredit default risk #
5

6

l)& t rccorcrv risk
Currcncv risk

#
#

7

8

9

lnr,rstment risk
lnterest rate risk
Liquiditv risk

#
#

#
11 Trading rrcs iticrn risk

C)oerationa I risk
Reoutationa I risk

1.2

1.3

#
#

#
14 lt<-r-cvclical risk #
15

1.6

Fnr.ironm ental risk
Technolooic al risk

#
#

Source: Blauuw*AJ [2009] Nigetia Bank Sector Sustainability & ICAAP; BusinessDay, September 2',p9

Banks should also install risk management strategies for all types and quantum of risk they

take and make sure that these srategies are updated. The CBN on.its patt should regulady

review these measures and ensure that they are adequate for the banks exposures and

peculiarities. Most of these risks are conventional and have tested techniques of measudng

and managing. I will therefore not dwell on them. But we shall spate some thoughts for two

of them that ate unique: political and human resources risks arising ftom ctoss-border

Muo: Risk Exposure and Management in Cross - Border Banking
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oPerauons.

We had earlier dis cussedpolrtcal f cotntry is/e,rScztegSes for managing them include:

o Invesdng in low-risk counries;

o Involving host-nationals in ownership and management;

. Complyrng with local policies; and

o Accurately reading/predicting the political mood [Muo 2002:271

Por bsmafl resoarces nsfu, cross-border banks have the following options:

o Ttain the staff from the host country in the home environment;

. Take key people and as many as possible from home initially;

o Hire global staff;

o Institutelegalbarricades[guarantees];

. Hire people from host countrywho are used to the home environment;

o Learn about the people in the host environment; and

o Avoid ethnocentdsm [iudging everything from yout own cultural mindset

\II. Conclusion

Nigerian banks have transformed from timid players engaged in ordinary international

trade services for their clients through correspondent banks to vibrant and aggressive

players in the cross-border market with branches in the triad economies of America,

Eutope and Asia. Theit dominance of the sub-regional market is however more

ptonounced. As that is going on, more foreign banks are openiog subsidiaries in Nigeria.

This increasing scope of cross-bordet activities raises the quantum and type of risk

exposures by the banks and the Nigerian economy. The most common ones are contagion,

too big to fail tendency, currency/foreign exchange, political and country risks as well as

other conventional risks which are complicated by cross-border operations.

The banks through their board and management are principally responsible for risk

management but the CBN as rhe regtlator-in-cbief also has the responsibility to design

frameworks and stipulate benchmarks which must be complied v/itl. It should also review

the risk management and mitigation effots of the banks to ensure that they are doing the

right things. On the cross-border risks, the key challenges are consolidated supervision
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[ptoduct, risk and geogtaphic], and moving beyond information exchange to mutually

benefi cral collaboration with host supervisors.

For the lUest African sub-region, a move towards regional supervision should be beneficial

for everyone. As the recent global crisis has shown, efforts should also be made to pay

particular attention to foreign operators in Nigeria as they are equally ttansmitters of
financial viruses.

Ultimately, the banks must entlrone robust internal control and corporate-governance

processes within vhich the risk management function and process is executed. But not

much can be achieved unless risk awareness and appropriate risk management paradigm is

embedded into the corporate cultue. Kirkbride & l-eat p003:4631recommend ways of
achieving this as:

- Adopt an open, proactive ftolistic or collibrationall risk management sffategy.

This strategy [Calibration] tequires openness, communication, involvement and

anticipation;

- Apply causal knowledge of systems failute to ex-ante failures theteby anticipating

hazard eventuation;

- Adopt a no-fault approach to blame that avoids distortion of information and helps

le*rrlng[absolwion];

- Give proper weight to inherendy unquantifiable qualitative factors in risk

management;

- Apply accumulated knowledge of ha:za:ds and risks to design risk mitigation

measures into the or garizalron fd e signisml ;

- Believe that financial and non-financial risk related goals complement each other in

good management;

- Realise btoad pardcipation in risk related discussions; and

- Believe that the regulatory process should concentrate on specifring industrial

processes process specificdtionisml

Itis also imperative to link corporate governance, risk and conttol with corporate obiectives;

this is demonstrated in this model [Figure 2].
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Figure 2: Linking Corporate Governance To Objectives
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In this way, risk management becomes L p^fi of the organizational cultute and not

something for the board and management or a process designed just to appease the CBN

and its officials by always presenting a semblance of action when in effect, nothing is being

genuinely done. B l there dre hao careats.

o Banks should not adopt a risk-avoidance culture neither should the CBN encourage

such a tendency. They should always view risks as normal occurrences that should

be managed, reduced, hedged or sold and strive to balance coping strategies which

are defensive and focused on avoiding downside risks with an increasing mix of
exploitation and exploration strategies, which embrace risks and make use of most

of the opportunities it presents. [Weber and Kelly, 2005:2]. This involves seeing risks

as sources of advantage and requires widening the bank's horizon beyond the

immediate business environment.

o Risk management should also not become slle to the'quanls', quantification and

the supercomputers. We have been warned! [ Bernstein , 1996;51)
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